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THE PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT is
moving to radically alter the urban
stream protection measures originally
put in place less than two years ago.

The Streamside Protection
Regulation, which was adopted by the
NDP government in January 2001,
obliges all municipalities in B.C. to
bring in riparian protection for
streamside areas by 2005. Buildings
are to be set back from the edge of any
stream bank, leaving a five to 30-
metre buffer zone to protect trees and

other vegetation.
A major lobby by developers per-

suaded the Campbell government to
re-examine the regulation with the
view to either gut the setback require-
ments or to throw out the regulation
altogether.

A provincial advisory group was
appointed in the fall of 2001 to deter-
mine whether the regulation was
workable in the real world and to
examine the impact on property own-
ers. The majority on the advisory

group reported back to the province
that the new regulation was the best
mechanism available to ensure stream-
side areas are properly protected. They
also found that negative impacts on
property values were largely a myth.

T. Buck Suzuki Environmental
Foundation executive director David
Lane said the only votes opposed to
keeping the regulation intact came
from developer and real estate repre-
sentatives on the advisory group.

“Municipal representatives, conser-
vation groups and DFO were of one
voice — this regulation is our best
opportunity to stop harmful develop-
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Streamside protection regs at risk
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Regulations are ‘best protection’
Research shows property values not affected

ment beside streams,” said Lane. “But
the developers have the ear of the
provincial government and may get
their way,” he said.

Lane said that developers launched
a well-organized misinformation cam-
paign with the aim of creating fear
among property owners of substantial
property value losses from the ban on
streamside development. “All the
examples of property losses brought
forward by the developer and real
estate representatives had nothing to

do with the provincial Streamside
Protection Regulation and were, in
fact, related to circumstances existing
prior to the regulation being passed.”

Urban development has had an
alarming impact on fish habitat over
the decades. The facts are shocking: 80
per cent of the streams in Greater
Vancouver no longer have salmon;
hundreds of kilometres of streamside
habitat have been lost due to unsus-
tainable land practices; and over 140
streams in the Georgia Basin are
threatened by urban development.

The costs related to the fishing
industry, sport fishing, tourism, water
quality, flooding and storm water
management are staggering.

Developers are now pushing to have
the streamside buffer zones in the reg-
ulation substantially reduced or elimi-
nated altogether. Instead, they want
the flexibility to design their own
measures to protect streamside areas,
measures that will be signed off by
their own “qualified professionals.”

“This is like having the fox design
and guard the chicken coop,” said
Lane. “Municipal environmental staff
and DFO would have no input and
public accountability would be zero.”

The T. Buck Suzuki Environmental
Foundation is asking all those con-
cerned about saving salmon streams to
write to Joyce Murray, Minister of
Water, Land and Air Protection, asking
that the provincial government main-
tain and implement the existing
streamside protection measures.

UNPROTECTED
Without streamside
vegetation to protect
banks, pollutants and
sediment run directly into
fish-bearing streams.
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“
“Having developers set their own streamside protection measures is
like having the fox design and guard the chicken coop. Public
accountability would be zero.” DAVID LANE



MUNICIPAL COUNCILS across the
province are being urged to
press the province to maintain
the Streamside Protection Act
regulations and to pass their
own municipal bylaws if the
Liberal government moves to
scrap the provincial regulations.

T. Buck Suzuki Environment
Foundation members began last
month raising the issue in local
municipal elections. They’ve
asked councils to adopt resolu-
tions calling on Victoria  “to
promote consistency in urban
stream protection through the
full implementation of the
Streamside Protection Regul-
ation as it exists today.”

Many are also asking council-
lors to follow the lead of the
District of North Vancouver and
pass local bylaws that would
ensure developers maintain ade-
quate buffer zones to protect
fish-bearing streams from urban
development.

North Vancouver District was
a pioneer in drafting its own
bylaw and streams around the
district are a distinct part of the
urban landscape, with their pro-
tective streamside vegetation.

When the NDP government
brought in its 2001 Regulation,
the North Vancouver bylaw pro-
vided the model. The provincial
regulation was intended to pro-
vide consistency, ensuring that
all streams were given a mini-
mum level of protection and all
developers were working to a
similar standard.

“A lot of people in this
province will be angry if the
government does scrap its regu-
lations,” said Foundation execu-
tive director David Lane.
“They’ll certainly be pushing for
local bylaws if that happens.”

Municipalities
urged to enact
stream bylaws

STREAM PROTECTION

LANGLEY INSTALLATION Left to right, kneeling: Tara Hauck,
Eleah Gunther, Chelsea George, Nichole Marples, Tim George and
Mike Hamilton; standing, left to right: Drew Waska, Jackie
Campbell and Paul Kandt.

GrateMate project on the move
Filters protect storm
drains from runoff
WHILE MANY WERE GETTING the tradi-
tional Thanksgiving turkey ready for
the oven Oct. 14, streamkeeper
activists and high school volunteers
were hoping to begin a new tradition
— protecting salmon streams from
polluted stormwater across the Lower
Mainland.

In an initiative organized by the
Pacific Community Enhancement
Society, volunteers installed a new
GrateMate on the storm drain leading
from the Langley Township parking
lot into Murray Creek, a tributary of
the Nikomekl River.

The GrateMate, a specially designed
fibre filter with an oil-absorbing co-
polymer attachment, was developed in
the U.S. to collect sediment and oil
runoff at storm drains.

The Society has some initial fund-
ing and is hoping to work with local
businesses to buy the special filters and
then work with local streamkeeper
groups to install them. A number of
businesses in the Fraser Valley and
Burnaby have already made the com-
mitment, installing GrateMates in
their parking lots.

“This is a program that can really
work,” said Tara Hauck, program coor-
dinator for the Society. “We’re hoping
this will be the start of something a lot
bigger.”
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being ignored,” the statement said.
The joint statement was initiated by the BCEN, the B.C.

Government and Service Employees Union and the
Communications Energy and Paperworkers and was signed
by numerous environmental organizations, including the
Sierra Legal Defence Fund, T. Buck Suzuki Environmental
Foundation, West Coast Environmental Law, and the David
Suzuki Foundation and First Nations, unions and labour
councils.

“…the government has revealed, for all to see, its willing-
ness to forsake the environment, First Nations, workers,
communities and good public policy-making,” the state-
ment said. “This is unacceptable.”

Statement latest effort by groups
The joint statement is the latest effort by environmental

advocates to make their voices heard in Victoria as the
provincial government moves to implement its election
agenda of de-regulating the forest industry, removing “pre-
scriptive” environmental regulations and standards and cut-
ting industry costs.

In May, the government released its policy discussion
paper entitled A Results-based Forest and Range Practices
Regime for British Columbia. The aim was to overhaul the
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FOREST PRACTICES

OR WEEKS THIS SUMMER, environmental
groups, unions and First Nations from
around the province collected their research
and presented detailed submissions as
University of B.C. forestry professor George
Hoberg held hearings across the province on
the provincial government’s new “results-
based forestry” policy discussion paper.

Several groups and individuals also put in hours of work
to present their submissions on a special website set up by
Hoberg. Dozens more appeared before a special panel of
MLAs chaired by North Island MLA Rod Visser.

But apparently no one in Victoria was listening.

Government meeting only with industry
Even as Hoberg was writing his recommendations, the

Ministry of Forests was meeting with more than 100 indus-
try representatives to begin drafting new legislation — and
environmental representatives were shut out of the process.

“It was really disturbing to find out that the provincial
government was already sitting down with industry work-
ing groups to draft the legislation,” said Colin Campbell,
Forest Caucus coordinator for the B.C. Environmental
Network. “And those writing the legislation were given the
clear political direction to meet the needs of industry, not
environmental protection.”

In protest, environmental groups, First Nations and
unions from across the province put their names to a state-
ment in October declaring that the provincial government
“is effectively excluding us from meaningful consultation on
revisions to the proposed Results-based Forest Practices
Code.

“In seeking to accommodate the interests of industry and
industry alone, decision-making control over B.C.’s forests
is being handed over to industry organizations and their
member corporations. The rights of First Nations and the
interests of the environment, communities and workers are

F
Gov’t sitting with industry
to draft new Forest Code
Results-based approach will only
deal with damage after the fact



Forest Practices Code that was brought in by the NDP gov-
ernment and strip out many of the regulations and provi-
sions governing logging practices in the province.

A new results-based code, the government argued, would
eliminate many of the prescriptive environmental protec-
tion requirements that are currently involved in planning
logging operations and would give the industry greater flex-
ibility to develop its own plans and operations.
Environmental standards would be maintained, not by set-
ting out requirements before logging began
and preventing environmental damage, but
by monitoring the results, with heavy
penalties for non-compliance.

Onus shifts from industry
Environmental groups were virtually

unanimous in rejecting that approach.
They warned that it would give the compa-
nies greater control over the forest while
eroding environmental protection.

“The onus is not on industry to demon-
strate its logging activity will not harm the
environment. Instead, the onus is shifted to
government proving damage after the fact,”
West Coast Environmental Law stated in its
brief to Hoberg.

David Lane, executive director of the T.
Buck Suzuki Environmental Foundation,
noted that environmental groups working
to protect fish habitat already have exten-
sive experience with another piece of
“results-based” legislation, the federal
Fisheries Act. And it hasn’t been effective in
protecting habitat damage.

“Although the federal Fisheries Act makes it illegal to
harmfully alter, disrupt or destroy fish habitat…monitoring
and proving the harmful ‘results’ from logging activates has
been difficult, expensive and often impossible,” he said.

Results-based approach ‘has failed’
“A results-based reactive forestry regime will not protect

fish habitat or riparian ecosystems,” he said.
Groups also warned that the sweeping cuts to ministry

staff would make monitoring and enforcement of forest
practices almost nonexistent, further undermining environ-
mental protection.

In writing his report and recommendations, Hoberg

noted that virtually all of those who had commented on the
discussion paper objected to it—but for fundamentally dif-
ferent reasons. “Many of the comments reflect two different
clusters of values: an industry perspective and an environ-
mental perspective,” he wrote.

Because of that, he urged government to continue con-
sultations with all groups before proceeding to finalize leg-
islation. His report outlined 23 recommendations and
called on the government to “consider the recommenda-

tions…before decisions are finalized
for the results-based code.”

“So far the government has
ignored the content of Hoberg’s
report,” said the BCEN’s Campbell,
“and by moving to draft legislation
with only industry groups in the
room, it means they’re going against
the recommendations as well.”

The joint BCEN, BCGEU, CEP
statement called on the government
“to affirm its comment to address the interests of currently
excluded stakeholders and to accommodate the rights of
First Nations….”
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“
“So far the government has ignored Hoberg’s report and by drafting
legislation with only industry groups in the room, they’re ignoring the
recommendations as well.” COLIN CAMPBELL,  BCEN

TOO LATE
Results-based

approach will put
onus on

government to
prove poor logging

practices after the
damage has

already been done.
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THE B.C. ABORIGINAL Fisheries
Commission was the host of a
special Fish Farm Summit in
September on salmon farming
and the environment.

Several hundred people turned
out to hear two dozen speakers
with expertise on fish farm envi-
ronmental impacts, ranging from
sea lice and disease transfer to
waste discharges and escapes.

The Summit's stated goal was
to encourage dialogue to clarify
the issues around the environ-
mental implications of fish farm-
ing. Speakers were chosen from a
variety of perspectives, including
First Nations, environmental
groups, scientists, the B.C. Salmon
Farmers Association and the B.C.
and federal governments.

The majority of First Nations
on the B.C. coast are skeptical of,
or strongly opposed to fish farm-
ing in their traditional territories.
Several have a "zero tolerance"
policy and are attempting to get
existing salmon farms removed. A
few First Nations have embraced
salmon farming and have set up
partnerships with some of the
biggest aquaculture companies.

First Nations outlined prob-
lems with local salmon farms, call-
ing for the right of bands to refuse
fish farms in their territories.
There were objections to fish
farms sited on wild salmon migra-
tory paths and there were con-
cerns about the lack of scientifi-
cally defensible siting criteria.
From a global perspective many
questioned the sustainability of
culturing salmon, using ‘feed’ fish
harvested mainly from southern
hemisphere waters.

Conference participants  agreed
to convene a further summit in
2003.

AFC Summit airs
debate over salmon
farming in B.C.

SALMON FARMS

SALMON FARMS Under the Environmental Assessment Act, any farm site
with potential impact will be subject to a federal environmental assessment.

Environmental assessment set
Act triggers review
for most farm sites

Despite minimal environmental
standards from the province for the
operation of B.C. salmon farms, the
federal government is putting all farms
through a formal environmental
assessment review.

Under the relatively new federal
Environmental Assessment Act, any
project that needs special approval
from the federal government has to
undergo an environmental assess-
ment.

For salmon farms, marine habitat
protection and salmon protection are
regulated under the Fisheries Act and
any potential impact initiates a review.

New salmon farm sites and
renewals of existing sites all fall under
the review process. Of the 87 farms on
the coast, 70 are active files under

review. Of these, 28 are for sites for
farms that have been told to relocate
because of environmental or social
concerns. The rest are renewals of
existing site tenures.

Only six sites have completed envi-
ronmental reviews. One of these has
been rejected because of environmen-
tal impacts. A farm at Kent Island was
put in place illegally without the prop-
er licensing or DFO approval. The
farm has been told it must move but
has not yet done so.

Farm sites can be rejected by DFO if
there is too much pollution on the
seabed, if the farm is too close to shell-
fish beds or sensitive habitat, or if it is
on a critical salmon migration route.

Anyone with local knowledge of
habitat or marine species that could be
impacted at a specific site can submit
this information to DFO’s Major
Projects Unit to be considered in the
environmental review.
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NPE BAN
Plan will see nonyl
phenols phased out
of cleaning products
within five years
LONG BEFORE THE PUBLICATION of Our
Stolen Future made the term
“endocrine-disrupting chemical,” or
EDC, a familiar one, the evidence had
been growing that they were causing
reproductive damage in the environ-
ment, especially among salmon popu-
lations. Biologists were noticing par-
ticularly that salmon were becoming
feminized when they were exposed to
pesticides and wastewater containing
endocrine-disrupting chemicals. But
tackling the problem was an enormous
task for environmentalists, since EDCs
show up in pulp industry effluent, pes-
ticides, municipal wastewater, even
cleaning products.

Now the work of environmental
groups targeting toxins may be pro-
ducing some government action to
control one particularly widely-used
group of endocrine-disrupting chemi-
cals, known as nonyl phenols.

The federal government moved in
June, 2001 to declare nonyl phenols
and their ethoxylates, or NPEs, toxic
under the Canadian Environmental
Protection Act (CEPA). That declara-
tion means that Environment Canada
must develop a risk management plan
within two years to control environ-
mental release of the chemicals. The
federal department began consulting
with environment groups, industry
and other stakeholders earlier this
year.

While action to control nonyl phe-
nols in the pulp and paper industry
and pesticides will clearly be harder to
win, Ottawa has set out a definite
timeline for the elimination of nonyl
phenols and their ethoxylates from all
cleaning products — which, surpris-
ingly, are the source for most nonyl
phenols in the environment.

Cleaning products are responsible
for 56 per cent of all environmental
releases of nonyl phenols. They’re used
in detergents and other products as a
“surfactant” to help make the deter-
gent more effective in cleaning.

Environment Canada’s plan calls for
a 50 per cent reduction of nonyl phe-
nols from cleaning products over the
next years and complete elimination
within five years. Industry has lobbied
hard against the proposal, arguing that
cost and a lack of substitutes made the
plan unworkable. But Environment
Canada scientists pointed out that
some manufacturers have already
begun re-formulating their products
as most of Europe has already done.

The plan backs up work done by
many environmental groups that have
pointed specifically to EDCs in their

campaigns against toxins. Reach for
Unbleached! has focused on EDCs in
pulp effluent while the Labour
Environmental Alliance has targeted
nonyl phenols in its Cleaners And
Toxins project that has eliminated
many toxic chemicals from workplace
cleaning products.

Last June, the Canadian Environ-
mental Network, speaking for envi-
ronmental groups taking part in the
government’s consultation, welcomed
Environment Canada’s plan to phase
out nonyl phenols in cleaning prod-
ucts. While  the phase-out could easily
come sooner, it said, the plan “sends
the appropriate message — that pollu-
tion prevention plans are properly
founded on product substitution or
re-formulation at source.”

The Network noted, however, that
the strategy needs much more work in
the pulp and paper industry and pesti-
cides and urged Environment Canada
to move more quickly in those sectors.

CLEANING PRODUCTS Under Environment Canada’s risk
management plan, manufacturers of cleaning products will

have to get ethoxylated nonyl phenols out of their
cleaning products within the next five years. 

WASTE STREAM Plan could
eliminate endocrine-disrupting
nonyl phenols from the main source,
cleaning products.

TOXINS
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FRASER RIVER SOCKEYE appeared to be headed
for the spawning grounds in record numbers
this year, as reduced fishing and a higher than
expected run combined to push escapements
to the highest level ever.

Sockeye returns were a good news story in
most river systems in the province this year as
spawners came back in substantially higher
than expected numbers on both the north and
south coasts.

Final numbers on escapements will only be
available after stream assessments. And some
spawning ground counts may be affected by

the continuing prob-
lem of migration tim-
ing and pre-spawn
mortalities among
Late-run Fraser sock-
eye (see sidebar).

Still the number of
spawners entering the
river was more than
twice the pre-season
projection. And the

numbers reaching the gravel in the Adams
River system — the main stock component in
this cycle — was far beyond even the most
optimistic pre-season projection, as an estimat-
ed six million fish showed up on the spawning
grounds, triple the number expected.

Overall, according to the Pacific Salmon
Commission, the Fraser sockeye run reached
15.56 million in 2002, almost exactly double
the 7.9 million pre-season forecast.

Escapements were up by an even greater
margin, as the Commission recorded 11.8 mil-
lion passing the Mission acoustic facility by
Sept. 17. That’s the highest gross escapement
figure ever recorded for Fraser sockeye.

DFO stock assessment biologist Neil
Schubert cautioned that the Mission count
may have to be re-interpreted because the echo
sounder was not always fully operational and
may have been thrown off by the heavy vol-
umes of fish moving around the sounder’s
beams.

But there was no doubt about the drastically
reduced fishing time for the commercial
salmon fleet that opened the way for the
remarkably high escapements.

The conservation measures imposed on
fishermen resulted in another record in 2002
— the lowest harvest rate ever on Fraser sock-
eye. U.S. and Canadian fishermen took only
four million sockeye, just 26 per cent of the
total run. That’s down even from the 28 per
cent harvest rate in 1998.

By comparison, in 1986, when the run size
was similar at 15.9 million, the Canadian fleet
alone caught 8.1 million sockeye.

REBOUND RUN
Fraser sockeye escapements were 

at record levels this year. But fishermen paid
the price, with the lowest harvest rate ever

RIVER OF RED
Sockeye spawners

crowd the river bank
on the Lower Adams
as close to six million

made their  way to
the grounds.
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NORTH COAST
Staff check the Nass

fish wheel as
sockeye

excapements to both
the Nass and Skeena

rivers exceed
expectations.



The most welcome statistic in this year’s
Fraser sockeye run was the return of Late run
fish, particularly Lower Adams sockeye, where
spawning ground returns suggested that pre-
spawn mortality associated with early migra-
tion was not a significant factor this year.

That mortality had cut the number of Lower
Adams spawners by 40 per cent in the last cycle
year in 1998, prompting a pre-season warning
from DFO that the 2002 run would be reduced
to between 1.7 and 2.3 million, less than half
the historical average. But the Salmon
Commission reported Sept. 17 that Late-run
sockeye were returning at 2 1/2 times the pre-
season forecast abundance.

By the scheduled Salute to the Sockeye cele-
bration on the Adams River, DFO staff had put
the number even higher, with close to six mil-
lion arriving, three times what was expected.

Ironically, that number may be pushing the
limits of habitat. In 1958, the only previous
year when escapement exceeded 3 million, the

WHILE SOCKEYE COUNTS on the spawn-
ing grounds showed phenomenal suc-
cess this year, a migration shift among
Late run stocks has kept both scientists
and fishermen searching for answers.

Usually, Late-run sockeye, including
Lower Adams and Weaver Creek fish,
arrive in the Fraser approach areas of
the Gulf of Georgia in late July or
August and hold there for several
weeks before entering fresh water. But
in a behavioural change that was first
seen in 1996, some fish began their up-
river migration almost immediately —
with often disastrous results.

Many of the earlier-migrating fish

have died before they reach the spawn-
ing grounds or are too weak to spawn
if they do reach the gravel.

The problem has been as devastat-
ing to fisheries as it has to the fish,
forcing closures on Late-run sockeye
fisheries and even Summer run fish-
eries, since Summer stocks migrate
together with Late-run fish in late July
and early August.

The immediate cause of the high
mortalities seems to be a microscopic
parasite(Parvicapsula minibicornis)
that is found throughout the Fraser
watershed. Researchers believe that
fish may be stressed by the unusually
early entry into fresh water and are
also exposed to the parasite for a
longer period, making them more sus-
ceptible to disease.

returns four years later were one third less than
the brood year. The best return was in 1978
when 7.5 million fish came back.

On the North Coast, both Skeena and Nass
sockeye came back in strong numbers, produc-
ing escapements that were well over DFO tar-
gets. Skeena sockeye returns edged over the two
million mark, more than double the forecast of
690,000. Escapements reached 1.4 million.

On the Nass, the run was 20 per cent higher
than forecast, with an escapement of 370,000,
well over the DFO target of 200,000.

The improved picture also extended to the
Central Coast.

“We’ve just completed the Docee fence
count in Smith Inlet and it came in at 91,000,”
said Julian Sturhan, area stock assessment biol-
ogist for DFO. “It was a high brood year and the
returns this year are up from that.”

Counts are still continuing on Rivers Inlet,
with early returns showing an improvement in
the Owikeno system as well.

But the “real problem is the early
timing of river entry,” the Pacific
Salmon Commission noted in a brief-
ing on the issue last year.

Climate change and temperature
shifts may be part of the equation. One
hypothesis that has some following
among scientists is that some environ-
mental factor outside the Fraser River
is driving fish to enter fresh water in
spite of their evolutionary program-
ming.

The joint U.S.-Canada Committee
on Scientific Cooperation, announced
in July that it was putting up $1 mil-
lion to fund a research program,
including electronic tagging, to assess
migratory behaviour. The tags were
inserted during test fisheries in
Johnstone and Juan de Fuca Straits
and will be monitored through the
migration route all the way to the
spawning grounds.

“
Returns to the spawning grounds on the
Lower Adams were running at more than
three times the pre-season forecast.

Late run target of research
Run migration timing 
increasing mortalities
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T WAS ONLY a half a decade ago that the Canadian
and B.C. governments declared a crisis with West
Coast salmon. Media headlines and government
briefing books read: sockeye numbers are way down
— missing fish; certain Thompson River and Skeena
River coho stocks are in danger of extirpation, and
Gulf of Georgia steelhead and coho are in serious
trouble. Some of these problems were new, others

were identified as part of a downward decline with various
probable causes: harvesting pressures, poor ocean survival,
habitat loss, pollution impacts and unknown causes. Both
governments reacted with ameliorative programs and good
intentions.

That was then. Are the crises with salmon over? Have all
the problems been solved? Because if one were to look at the
collective withdrawal of effort and funding by both govern-
ments, an observer might be led to believe so. And for the
most part, the general lack of response by the public to the
huge reduction in government funding to salmon restora-
tion and protection programs is just as disappointing.

Collectively $44.5 million per annum has been cut back
from salmon restoration programs by the governments (see
table opposite).

Governments passing responsibility
Both governments have several responses that have been

enunciated in defense of their cuts: respectively, salmon or
general habitat restoration is not their responsibility; other
government programs and strategies have been developed
and other organizations and the private sector must do
more. Let’s examine each defence in turn.

The previous NDP government made a play to take over
fish management from the federal government. One of the
methods it used to assert its interest was by increasing
provincial funding in fish and habitat restoration programs.
The new Liberal government, in an attempt to cut costs has
decided that salmon is a federal responsibility and wants
nothing to do with them. Facing its own fiscal pressures,
particularly in light of provincial cutbacks in the arena, the
federal government has also cut its commitments. Sadly it is
the fish and fish dependent people (and the economy) that
lose in this constitutional splitting of hairs. Yes, the federal

COMMENTARY
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“
“If one were to look at the collective withdrawal of funding by both
governments, an observer might be led to believe that the salmon
crisis is over. It is not.”

Are the salmon crises over and the problem solved?

LOST PROGRAMS Funding for
stream restoration projects, like
this one on Surrey’s Bear Creek in
1997, have been dropped by
both levels of government.

I
BY PAUL KARIYA
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government has responsibility for fisheries and salmon and
salmon habitat. But most of the impacts that affect salmon
and salmon habitat are the responsibility of the province —
hydro generation, agriculture, mining, forestry, water, and
urban development. The bottom line is both governments
must be involved in looking after salmon and in any sensi-
ble approach, federal-provincial cooperation and cost shar-
ing would be the order of the day, not joint abandonment.

New programs far short of funding cut
Both governments claim that there are other programs in

place. The federal government established the $30 million
Pacific Salmon Endowment Fund, but the $1.5 million
annual interest from this fund does not replace the $13.5
million Ottawa has withdrawn. The discussion of a federal-
ly-funded endowment fund first started at $100 million.

The provincial government has recently floated out its
“Living Rivers Strategy” but its endowment is a paltry $2
million ($90,000 per annum). Both governments also point
to the US$100-million Pacific Salmon Commission endow-
ment fund established under the Pacific Salmon Treaty. To
date, their investments have not generated any interest and
hence there have been no monies expended. In any event,
any decision to invest is a joint Canada-U.S. decision.
Collectively, none of these efforts comes close to the level of
funding that has been withdrawn by Canada and B.C.

In this new era, both governments expect the private sec-
tor and private foundations to do more. Both cite the posi-
tive work of the Pacific Salmon Foundation (PSF), a 12-year-
old non-profit charitable organization that operates several
salmon protection, conservation and restoration programs.
The PSF is up to the challenge and has brought significant
private capital to the table. Key partnerships include: Shell
Oil, Big Rock Breweries, SMED International, members of
the Sport Fishing Institute of B.C.,
Timber West, Weyerhauser, and
many others. It is also approaching
major private foundations, but they
ask: where are the governments? No
company or foundation wants to
simply fund the field (or stream) that
governments have just vacated —
that’s a download. This is supposed
to be a partnership or joint venture of
interests in support of a common
property resource.

Returning to the original issue —
is the crisis in salmon over?

Funding urgent
It is not, but both govern-

ments have significantly cut
back their program funding
just at a time when it is need-
ed. Fish restoration work
requires long term invest-
ment, monitoring and
assessment (the life cycle of a
sockeye is four years). Can
government monies be used
more efficiently and effec-
tively than they have in the
past? Probably yes, but what
is not factored into the loss
column when the full impact
of the government cuts is
determined is the loss of the
thousands of volunteers who
take minimal funds and gen-
erate considerable return in
repaired habitat, fish pro-
duction and data gathering.

Can partnerships and
joint ventures help the public sector out? Yes, and organiza-
tions like the Pacific Salmon Foundation — which, under a
long term agreement, is also the program manager of the
Pacific Salmon Endowment Fund — are ready to work with
governments, community groups, industry and First
Nations to ensure salmon are not abandoned. But we need
both the federal and provincial  governments to work with
us.

Paul Kariya is executive director of the Pacific Salmon
Foundation.

British Columbia

Fisheries Renewal BC–Salmonid Renewal $11 million
Forestry Renewal BC–Watershed Restoration $18 million
Urban Salmon Habitat Restoration $2 million

Canada

Habitat Restoration and Salmon Enhancement $7 million
Habitat Stewardship and Conservation $3 million
Community Salmon Enhancement Program $3.5 million

FUNDING CUTBACKS

PAUL KARIYA 
Ready to work, but can’t
do it without contributions 
from the federal and 
B.C. governments.

“
“What is not factored in when the full impact of the cuts is 
determined is the loss of thousands of volunteers who take minimal 
funds and generate considerable return in repaired habitat.”
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Pink stocks collapse on seven Broughton rivers 
Problem linked to farm-induced
sea lice infestation on 2001 fry
IN WHAT RESEARCHERS are calling an “unprecedented event,”
wild salmon runs collapsed in seven rivers on the Broughton
Archipelago following two years of massive sea-lice infesta-
tions linked to the area’s salmon farms.

And unless action is taken to prevent a further infestation
next spring, pink salmon in those rivers could face extinc-
tion, researchers have warned.

The run collapse first became evident in September when
DFO patrol man Glen Neidrauer covering the mainland

inlets reported that returns
were down 99 per cent from
the brood year returns in 2000.
Although 3.6 million pink

salmon had returned to
spawn in 2000, only 57,000
adults returned to the seven

rivers in 2002.
Pink salmon runs often vary but never

before have seven geographically linked rivers
collapsed simultaneously. Marine survival wasn’t an issue
because DFO reported in mid September that pink runs
were “above average across the north coast.” They were also
“good to excellent” in Alaska, according to Alaskan salmon
manager Herman Savikko.

Nor was overfishing a possible cause — the only com-
mercial fishery called on mainland inlet pinks produced
exactly 12 fish.

Collapse connected to sea lice infestation
“I’m convinced that the collapse is the result of a sea-lice

infestation that affected outgoing smolts from the 2000
brood year,” said researcher Alexandra Morton, who runs
Raincoast Research from her home in Echo Bay on Gilford
Island.

Morton said her research also showed that the sea lice
epidemic that hit pink salmon fry as they left their natal
streams “had the signature of a salmon farm infestation.”

She first launched a study of sea lice on pink fry in the
spring of 2001 when a neighbour brought her one of the

“
“The sea lice epidemic that hit pink salmon fry as they left their
natal streams in the Broughton Archipelago had the signature of a
fish farm infestation.” ALEXANDRA MORTON
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outgoing pink fry hatched only weeks before. “It was a four-
centimetre fry with 19 sea lice attached.

“I talked to people in Norway and Alaska. Bill Heard (a
salmon biologist) in Alaska told me unequivocally he had
never seen sea lice on juvenile pink salmon,’ Morton said.
“When I talked to a researcher in Norway and told him the
numbers of lice, the first question he asked was: ‘Do you
have salmon farms?’”

That year, Morton collected 700 samples from different
areas, from Prince Rupert south to the Broughton, includ-
ing areas where there are salmon farms and areas where
there are no farms.

Sea lice confined to farm areas
The results were dramatic. “There were no sea lice in

Prince Rupert and none even in Bella Bella — until we got
to a channel adjacent to Jackson Pass where there are two
salmon farms,” she said. “There we found sea lice.”

Morton wrote a scientific paper on her findings and fol-
lowed it up with another nine-weeks study that began in
April 2002. In that study she took 2000 samples in several
areas, including control areas where there are no salmon
farms. The results this time were even more dramatic.

“In the control sites, the number of sea lice was zero.
Where there were salmon farms, there were high concentra-
tions of lice,” she noted.

Since the outbreak
occurred in the spring, it was
evident that the farms  were
the source becuase there were
no wild fish present yet in
local waters. And unseason-
ably high temperatures, cou-

pled with concentrations of
fish in the net pens created
what Morton called “perfect
conditions for a sea lice out-
break.”

Although sea lice do occur
at low levels in the wild, the
population can explode in
salmon farms because of the
number of salmon crowded
into netpens and because the
light used to stimulate salmon
growth also promotes the
growth of sea lice.

An infestation caused by
lice from salmon farms also
carries a distinct “signature,”
Morton noted. “When you see
sea lice from a natural occur-
rence on a fish, they’ll all be
the same age class — the same

stage of development. But when  you see lice that have come
from a farm, they will be lice from all age classes. That’s
because they’re continually being hatched on salmon farms.

“What we saw on the pink fry that we collected had the
signature of a farm salmon infestation,” she said.

Morton warned that if the pink fry from this year’s
spawning are again infested with sea lice, it could be disas-
trous, especially since the numbers of fish expected to
return next fall will already have been reduced by the sea-
lice infestation in 2002.

“If they have to run the gauntlet of farms again,” she said,
“there may not be anything left.”

Groups demand site removal
The Coastal Alliance for Aquaculture Reform (CAAR), an

alliance of First Nations and eight environmental groups,
including the T. Buck Suzuki Environmental Foundation,
has demanded that government remove the salmon farms
that are sited along the wild migration routes in the
Broughton Archipelago. That includes sites at Sargeaunt
Pass, Glacier Falls, Deep Harbour, Wicklow Point, Eden
Island, the Burdwoods, Doctor Island and Simoom Sound.

CAAR wants an independent inquiry into the cause of the
pink salmon collapse. In a letter Sept. 25 to the federal gov-
ernment, Sierra Legal Defence Fund also demanded that the
federal government launch enforcement proceedings to
uphold the federal Fisheries Act.

ALEXANDRA MORTON 
Collected sample of
infected fry from both
the 2001 and 2002 brood
years to show the extent
of the outbreak.

LETHAL LOAD 
Pink fry collected by

Morton show the high
concentrations of sea lice

among affected fish.

SPAWNING PINKS Better than average returns were
expected for Mainland inlet pinks this year, but in seven
creeks on the Broughton Archipelago, the expected pink

runs collapsed.



Mae Burrows honoured 
by Western Canada 
Wilderness Society
CONGRATULATIONS ARE IN ORDER for
T. Buck Suzuki Environmental
Foundation board member and for-
mer executive director Mae Burrows.

The Western Canada Wilderness
Committee honoured Burrows last
month with the Eugene Rogers award
for “her efforts to bring environmen-
talists, workers and social activists
together in defence of the environ-
ment.”

The award recognized Burrows’
work in building bridges between
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HONOURED Mae Burrows accepts
Eugene Rogers Award from Western
Canada Wilderness Committee
executive director Andrea Reimer.

OPPONENTS OF THE KYOTO Accord on
Climate Change, like Alberta’s Ralph
Klein have been trying to tell of the job
losses that will result if Canada signs
the international accord. But the con-
sequences — in destruction of agricul-
ture, loss of fisheries and weather dis-
asters — is far worse.

Now a major study in the U.S. has
put some numbers of the potentially
devastating losses to habitat and fish
populations that that will occur unless
action is taken to curb warming.

The new report, entitled Effects of
Global Warming on Trout and Salmon
in U.S. Streams, was produced by the
Defenders of Wildlife and the Natural
Resources Defense Council, two lead-
ing environmental groups in the U.S.

According to the authors, if there
are no steps taken to curb heat-trap-
ping carbon dioxide emissions, up to

17 per cent of trout habitat could be
lost across the U.S. within the next 25
years and as much as 42 per cent could
be lost by the year 2090. And that’s a
conservative estimate, authors say. It
doesn’t take into account the com-
pounding effects of climate change,
such as dramatic shifts in rainfall or
changes in the marine environment.

“For salmon, significant losses are
projected throughout the current geo-
graphic range, with the greatest losses
expected for California,” the report’s
summary states. “The number of loca-
tions expected to become unsuitable
for both trout and salmon expands
steadily over time, if emissions of heat-
trapping gases continue to increase.”

The report doesn’t deal with the
impact of climate change on sockeye
salmon, focusing on pink, chum, chi-
nook and coho, as well as four species
of trout. But many other reports,
including one recently published by
Canadian Geographic, suggest that
without curbs on carbon dioxide

emissions, sock-
eye populations
could be virtual-
ly eliminated in
all but Arctic
Alaskan waters
by 2050. The
good news is that
the study only
looked at the
impact of cli-
mate change
based on current
and projected
levels of emis-
sions. It did not

take into account any policies that
might be introduced to reduce emis-
sions, including the potential benefits
of the Kyoto Accord.

The Accord, adopted in 1997, calls
for 38 industrialized countries to
reduce their greenhouse gas emissions
by 5.2 per cent by the year 2010.

The full report is available on the
Defenders of Wildlife website at
www.defenders.org. Click on
Newsroom and go to press releases for
May 2002.

Effects of warming charted
Rising heat would see
loss of trout, salmon
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WARMING
Reports warns 
of the impact on
salmon and trout
populations.
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workers and environmentalists. That
work was particularly important dur-
ing the bitter “jobs versus environ-
ment” conflict in 1997 and led to the
formation of the Labour
Environmental Alliance Society, which
Burrows has led as executive director
since 1998.

The Eugene Rogers Award is named
for a founding environmental activist
and was jointly established by the
Wilderness Committee and the United
Nations Association following Rogers’
death in 1992. It is given annually to a
grassroots environmentalist who has
made an outstanding contribution to
protecting the environment of B.C.

Burrows was given the award at a
special ceremony during the
Wilderness Committee’s annual meet-
ing in Vancouver Sept. 28.

YOU CAN HELP reduce harmful
chlorine compounds that end up
in pulp mill discharges by switch-
ing to chlorine-free copy/laser
paper produced without the toxic
bleaching agent.

Reach for Unbleached! has a
Paper Buying Club that can make
purchasing chlorine-free recycled
paper as easy as a phone call or an
e-mail.

The Buying Club is also impor-
tant because it keeps prices down
for alternative paper through bulk
buying and demonstrates to sup-
pliers and manufacturers that there
is a demand for chlorine-free, recy-
cled papers.

New Life paper is $57.25 a case
plus taxes and delivery. It’s 80 per
cent recycled, certified old growth-
free and chlorine-free and is union
made in Canada.

A 100 per cent recycled stock,
called Badger, is also available,
which is slightly more expensive at
$60 and a bit less opaque. It’s
processed chlorine-free and is
union made in the U.S.

You can place orders four times
a year by e-mailing  info@rfu.org
or phoning 250-935-6992. Order
deadlines are November 15,
February 28, May 31 and August
31.

Be sure to include your com-
plete address where delivery can be
made 9-5 Monday to Friday, your
phone and fax numbers, and e-
mail address.

An invoice, including prices, tax
and delivery, will be faxed to you.
Prepayment is required to keep
costs down. Delivery will be made
to your address approximately two
weeks after the latest deadline
before your order was placed.

For more information check the
Reach for Unbleached! website at:
www.rfu.org

Chlorine-free
papers available
through Club
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Need help locally
on habitat issues?

If there is a local issue that you are
concerned about, but you aren’t sure
what to do about it, call us at 604-519-
3635. We can give you advice on how
you may be able to take action and
how to get in touch with others who
have tackled the same kind of prob-
lem.

You may be concerned about a pes-
ticide permit application that could
impact a local stream or an urban
development project that is going to
cut into the riparian zone of a local
stream. Maybe it is a local logging plan
in an important salmon watershed or a
water use plan for a river with a hydro
dam.

Give us a call. We’re glad to do what
we can.

WWW.BUCKSUZUKI.ORG

T. Buck Suzuki website launched

THE T. BUCK SUZUKI Environmental
Foundation will have a new website on
Nov. 18, complete with information
on key issues affecting fish habitat and
solutions to ensure it’s protected.

You will find a section on how to
take action to protect habitat and some
useful links to other organizations that

are working with the Foundation on
various campaigns. There is also infor-
mation on how the Foundation got
started and a biography of Tatsuro
“Buck” Suzuki, after whom the
Foundation is named.

Check the new website out at
www.bucksuzuki.org
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Broken Promises
The Campbell government
has failed to live up to its
promise to protect the
environment, according to a
report card issued by WEST

COAST ENVIRONMENTAL LAW.
West Coast’s report card

grades government efforts
to protect air, water,
wilderness and wildlife as
well as their efforts to show
openness and balance in
government decision
making. Grades ranged from
a high of C- for air
protection to a low of F for
“balance” in decision-
making. The report card
accompanies an overview of
government activities
affecting B.C.’s environment.
You can download the
report card at: 
www.wcel.org/whatsnew/#
Year_Review

Handy Web Links
The PACIFIC STREAMKEEPERS

FEDERATION has a great
compilation of website links
for stream conservation

groups including B.C.
streamkeeper groups,
relevant government
agencies, environmental law
groups, international
conservation groups and
useful web resources. There
are also helpful links for
information on riparian zone
ecology and on stream
invertebrates. The site is at:
www.pskf.ca/resources/links
.html

Workplace Toxins  
Toxins that are harmful to
workers are also harmful to
fish. Getting rid of cancer-
causing and hormone
disrupting cleaning products
in the workplace will also
reduce the toxins that end
up in our sewage discharges.
The LABOUR ENVIRONMENTAL

ALLIANCE has published a
Cleaners and Toxins Guide,
including a well-researched
list of chemicals that should
not be used, with some hints
for alternative cleaning

products. The Guide can be
found at: www.leas.ca

Toxic Smart Guide
Toxic chemicals that go
down your drain at home
probably end up in your
local fish-bearing river or in
the ocean with minimal or
no treatment. The GEORGIA

STRAIT ALLIANCE has a Toxic
Smart Resource Guide on
their website with handy
tips for reducing or
eliminating harmful
products in your house,
garden and workshop. Check
it out at:
www.georgiastrait.org/toxic
guide.htm.

Salmon Status Report
The PACIFIC FISHERIES

RESOURCE CONSERVATION

COUNCIL has just published a
new Annual Report which
includes a detailed status
report on all salmon species
in B.C. The Council report
flags a number of pressing
conservation concerns
including: protecting
Okanagan sockeye spawning
and rearing habitat;
preserving Cultus Lake
sockeye, precautionary
management of South Coast
coho, pink salmon runs in
Johnstone Strait and the
West Coast of Vancouver
Island, and problems with
early migration of late-run
Fraser River sockeye. The full
report can be downloaded

from the PFRCC website at:
www.fish.bc.ca

Deregulating Forests
Proposed changes to B.C.’s
forestry laws will have
devastating environmental
consequences, says a report
from the SIERRA LEGAL

DEFENCE FUND. Who’s
minding our forests?
debunks the provincial
government’s argument that
B.C.’s Forest Practices Code is
an “onerous” piece of
legislation. Prepared for the
PUBLIC SERVANTS FOR

ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS and
the B.C. GOVERNMENT AND

SERVICE EMPLOYEES’ UNION,
the report criticizes the
proposed “results-based”
Forest Practices Code and
calls for increased
monitoring and
enforcement. See it at: 
www.sierralegal.org/reports
.html

resources Is there something we should know? Point us to new books,

studies, websites. Share your resources! Send info to

SalmonWatch at info@bucksuzuki.org


